PRESSEINFORMATION
KOMPAN profile: Great playgrounds are based on knowledge
On the supporting pillars of health, learning and social inclusion as the
environmentally conscious global market leader
Founded in 1970 in Odense, Denmark, KOMPAN is today the world's leading manufacturer
of playground equipment. Presently, KOMPAN has offices in more than 40 countries in
Europe, North America, Asia-Pacific and the Middle East and ships its high quality
playground equipment from the production and logistics center in the Czech Republic
worldwide.
People play by nature. For children, playing means having fun, learning as well as social and
physical activity. Basically, nothing changes for adults - play is the key to a long, happy life.
With our inventions, where we always search for best solutions for playgrounds and sports &
fitness facilities, we have set new standards worldwide for play, fun and movement.
So we want to redeem our commitment: We want to promote health and satisfaction around
the world by encouraging people to play more and be more active.
We start from our own proven approach, because at KOMPAN, product development is
based on in-depth research, extensive user involvement, and close collaboration with
professionals within the KOMPAN Play Institute. On this basis, we orientate ourselves to
requirements of users and customers and tailor our products to suit. The result is play and
activity devices that motivate people to play more, be more physically active, learn more and
socialize, regardless of their age and abilities.
Safety always comes first for us. By choosing highest quality materials, we can develop
extremely durable solutions that withstand the ravages of time and weather. We consciously
pay attention to aesthetic design - this applies to the products themselves. On the other
hand, we also pay attention to how our devices fit into architecture, landscape and nature of
the environment.
Digital technologies are now omnipresent and are changing our lives more and more. This
also has an effect on playing: why, how and where we play and are physically active - alone,
as a family and in public space. We have always driven forward innovative developments
and are also facing up to this change - in order to continue to be a pioneer within the industry
and to reinvent playing because we all benefit from this.
As the world's leading manufacturer of high-quality playground equipment, the company has
not only won many important design awards, KOMPAN is also delighted highest appreciation
on the part of customers. These are public authorities, schools, childcare facilities, event and
theme parks, housing associations, catering outlets and other facilities that know that better
playgrounds are not only fun and exciting, but also based on a sound knowledge of what to
do really great playground. KOMPAN playgrounds are much more than just scaffolding and
racks because they are designed with a view to a bigger goal: promoting child development
through games.
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In addition to the promotion of health and learning, KOMPAN vision also includes aspects of
man and nature. It is an entrepreneurial goal anchored here to do business in such a way
that the well-being of man and nature is not only respected, but positively promoted. The
entire product lifecycle is aligned to this goal, and materials and production processes are
continuously being optimized in order to further promote sustainability. As a result, KOMPAN
products can be easily disassembled into their component parts at the end of their lifecycle
and then responsibly recycled or disposed. In addition to FSC-certified wood, recyclable steel
and aluminum are used. Furthermore, KOMPAN has switched widespread HDPE panels to
EcoCore ™: a very durable, environmentally friendly material that is not uncyclable, but also
made from a core made from 100% recycled material.
A popular product range of KOMPAN is our Robinia range of 100% organic robinia wood.
The naturally grown robinia logs serve as a source of inspiration for our new and unique
outdoor robinia play equipment. Through a unique, holistic approach to design a play area,
the Organic Robinia products promote children's interest in nature and bring an
understanding of nature into their lives. The new Robinia castles and ships give each park
something royal and invite you to a royal game day for the whole family.
KOMPAN Sport & Fitness is a versatile and comprehensive range of outdoor exercise
equipment designed to encourage playful training and teamwork with a focus on health, fun,
challenge and creativity. A physical activity that forgets that you are actually training.
This is sport for everyone. Focused on achieving personal goals and social engagement.
KOMPAN - Let’s play!

